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1: CRM 80/20 Rule & What is 80/20 Rule â‹† Maxi CRM
The general idea behind the Pareto principle is that "not all things are equal" â€” some contribute more than others.
80/20 is a general rule of thumb, but for things that can't be quantified (like emotions), the concept that some things
count more than others is probably the key insight. Hope this helps.

What do YOU Think? The Pareto pronounced pah reh taw Principle states that most of the time 20 percent of
invested input is responsible for 80 percent of the results obtained. Put another way, 80 percent of effects or
consequences come from 20 percent of the causes. Where it Came From In , an Italian economist, Vilfredo
Pareto, created a mathematical formula describing the unequal distribution of wealth. Pareto observed that
roughly twenty percent of the people controlled or owned eighty percent of the wealth. After Pareto made his
observation and created his formula, many others observed similar phenomena in their own areas of expertise.
Quality Management pioneer, Dr. Regardless of the naming origins, Dr. It works both ways. In Project
Management 20 percent of the work the first 10 percent and the last 10 percent consume 80 percent of your
time and resources. Find them; fix them! In Health and Safety 20 percent of the hazards will account for 80
percent of the injuries 20 percent of patients use 80 percent of health care resources. In Criminology Several
criminology studies have found 80 percent of crimes are committed by 20 percent of criminals. For example,
in a group of workers, 20 could do all the work while the other 80 do nothing. In that case, 20 percent of the
workers did percent of the work. This ratio can change. The key point is that the Pareto Principle is the
observation not law that most things in life effort, reward, output are not distributed evenly â€” some
contribute more than others. Take a look at the graph below: That is, every employee would contribute the
same amount, every project would be equally important and every mobile phone feature would be equally
loved by users. The Pareto Principle helps you realize that the majority of results come from a minority of
inputs. Knowing this can make you far more effective, because ifâ€¦ 20 percent of employees contribute 80
percent of results, then you can focus on rewarding these employees. The examples go on. In economic terms,
there is diminishing marginal benefit. This is related to the law of diminishing returns: By the end, you are
spending lots of time on the minor details. The value of the Pareto Principle lies in reminding you to focus 80
percent of your time and energy on the 20 percent that really matters. Those tasks in the 20 percent will most
likely produce 80 percent of our results, so it is critical that we identify and focus on those things. Instead of
spending 1 hour drafting an outline of a paper or blog-post which you may or may not end up using, spend 10
minutes drafting 6 outlines and pick the best one to continue with. Rather than spending three hours reading
three articles in detail which may prove not to be relevant to you , spend 5 minutes glancing through 12
articles 1 hour and then spend an hour each on the two most relevant ones. Instead of agonizing for three hours
on a single design, make 6 layouts 30 minutes each and pick your favourite. Household energy savings can be
dramatic and easy if you identify the 20 percent of energy use which offers 80 percent of the potential savings
available. DIY can be made more efficient if the 20 percent of tools that are used for 80 percent of tasks are
organized to be the most accessible in the toolbox. Something as simple as choosing what to wear can be more
efficient if the 20 percent of clothes worn 80 percent of the time are organized to be most accessible in the
wardrobe. If sportsmen and women focus 80 percent of their time and energy on the practice and training that
really makes a difference, they will have more time to spend with family and friends. Diets can be made far
more accessible when you focus on eating correctly for 80 percent of the time. It may be true that 80 percent
of a bridge is built in the first 20 percent of the time, but you still need the rest of the bridge in order for it to
work. The Pareto Principle is an observation, not a law of nature. When you are seeking top quality, you need
all percent. When you are trying to optimize the result for your effort, focusing on the critical 20 percent is a
time-saver. See what activities generate the most results and give them your appropriate attention. Its
supporters claim that since 20 percent of your employees likely produce 80 percent of your results you should
focus your limited time in management of only that 20 percent â€” the so-called superstars. The problem with
this is that it overlooks the fact that 80 percent of your time should be spent doing the things that are really
important, or most likely to deliver the greatest return. It is wise to evaluate the various situations carefully
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and apply the Pareto Principle appropriately â€” and wisely. Leave your comment here.
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2: Separate the Vital Few from the Trivial Many
Juran took Pareto's principle further, applying the 80/20 rule to quality studies. For example, he theorized that 20 percent
of the defects cause 80 percent of the problems in most products. Today, project managers know that 20 percent of the
work consumes 80 percent of time and resources.

They are paralysed by the thought of making a mistake. Today I want to share a fundamental concept behind
how I can speak languages shortly after arriving in a country, and progress so quickly, as many others in
efficient immersion environments do. And the other way around is that a certain percentage of a language is
simply irrelevant to me in my day to day dealings. Why do I need to bother with it right now? The irrelevant
top percentage A non-Pareto approach to language learning would imply that you need to know everything
before you can speak. I say differently; many words like these are so uncommon and unlikely to show up, that
not knowing them will make no difference at all in your life. I extend this to slightly more common words:
With this in mind, I speak a language pretty much immediately after I start learning it. Is this a good place to
be in forever and if you want to have deep meaningful conversations in a language? When you do it well
enough, natives will not lose their patience with you. Here in the Netherlands, I was warned that nobody
would ever speak Dutch to me in the early stages. I have ways to make it more fun for the other person to
listen to me. You can hear what I sound like after a week and a half of Dutch here. This is of course yet
another aspect of languages independent of grammar and vocabulary. This is a procrastination technique
motivated by nothing more than fear of failure. Slipping up and making some mistakes while learning a
language is totally natural; avoiding doing it is avoiding using the language as it was meant to be used; for
communication! There will never be a day after years of pure study when you wake up, look at yourself in the
mirror and realise that the promised day has finally arrived and you suddenly start effortlessly speaking like a
native. Learn 20 words now and then use the hell out of them. That means speaking now. My priority is
communication, and using the little I have imaginatively is how I do it. Necessity forces you to progress, so
you will reach a higher level much quicker. Mastering a language does take time. I have reached fluency in a
language in a matter of months several times, but continue to try to improve on what I have. But the fact that I
need to tidy up a few edges of something that is definitely fluent , does not take away what I can do now with
the language, and all the incredible things you can indeed do in the mean time before reaching fluency.
Squeeze the little information currently available to you to get the best out of it! Benny believes the best
approach to language learning is to speak from day one.
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3: ICO Success and Performance. The Pareto Principle [80/20 Rule] | CoinSpeaker
Eighty percent of the output comes from twenty percent of the input. That is basically a summary of the Pareto Principle,
or as it is more commonly known, the 80/20 Rule. The rule comes from Vilfredo Pareto, an Italian economist who
noticed that 80% of Italy's wealth was in the hands of 20% of the population.

As a result, these two groups consisting of ICOs account for The Pareto chart fig. They will include the ICOs
of well-established companies with solid experience and ideas, whose projects are in a better position to be
promoted and publicized. This is due to the fact that ICO regulation processes are becoming clearer and more
standardized, and ICOs allow more funds to be collected at less cost and risk than IPOs. The level of trust in
well-known companies participating in an ICO is higher, and the chance of them collecting considerable sums
in the hundreds of millions, or even tens of billions, of US dollars via an ICO is becoming a real possibility
see, for example, the TON ICO. This will be especially relevant for countries with a relatively weak national
currency, such as Venezuela. Most of the projects are from the Infrastructure and Finance categories. ICOBox
Criteria for assessing the value of a project during the second stage: Listing of tokens on cryptoexchanges. If
there are doubts about project implementation, the question naturally arises: Does it make sense to back the
project at the ICO stage? Or would it be better to contribute at a later stage? At the second stage, for example,
when project tokens are listed on cryptoexchanges. Once the ICO is complete, the amount of funds collected is
known, the project has passed due diligence on several exchanges, the tokens are being openly sold on
cryptoexchanges and, accordingly, their liquidity is growing i. Tokens usually experience very high volatility
during the first month after their appearance on an exchange. When tokens appear on an exchange, a fall in
their price is instigated by profiteer traders, participants in bounty programs, and major token holders who
entered the project at a lower price during the pre-sale stage and would like to lock in part of their benefits. On
the other hand, the success of the ICO attracts the attention of new backers and market players, who may
ensure a growth in the token price after its listing on cryptoexchanges. In most cases, the appearance of the
tokens of large projects on recognized exchanges has a positive effect on their price, liquidity and project
capitalization, since it increases their potential demand. If we consider the funds collected by the largest and
most popular ICOs, the data on which can be processed, we see the following: Moreover, most of the funds
were collected in the second half of The results of an analysis of ICO projects in in 30 categories are given in
Table 3. Data from the website coinschedule. The table uses conditional formatting, with the highest figures
shown in green, and the lowest in red Table 3.
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4: Day To Day Profitable Tasks - The 80/20 Rule
This principle serves as a general reminder that the relationship between inputs and outputs is not balanced. The Pareto
Principle is also known as the Pareto Rule or the 80/20 Rule.

The reality is that linearity is not the norm. He also noticed the principle at work in his own garden! This
distribution has been observed numerous times in different sectors since its discovery. The main idea is that a
small number of critical causes tend to produce the biggest effects in almost all area in life. What is important
is being able to identify these causes and leverage them to your benefit. Many people who have owned
goldfish can attest to the following observation. You go to the pet store and buy 3 equal sized goldfish; a
couple months roll by and the 3 goldfish are drastically different in size. Well, naturally when you first fed the
goldfish one might have been lucky enough to eat a bit more food than the others. This extra food allows that
goldfish to grow slightly larger than the others, giving it a slight advantage when it came to eating food. Over
time this advantage gets larger and more obvious until the other goldfish can barely compete. At this stage,
you are left with one big fat goldfish that just eats all the food the same way that your cousin David does at
every family gathering that fat fucker. Now replace the goldfish with Google or Microsoft and you can see
how monopolies are formed. Other factors are involved of course, but this seems to be one of the primary
reasons for the ratio. Two best friends decide to join the gym to build some juicy muscles and make the king
of Iron Arnold proud. He does an hour of cardio after each workout in hopes of getting ripped. He works out
for an average of 12 hours per week. The second boy takes a more minimalistic approach, he does full body
workouts 3 times a week focusing on heavy compound exercises that stimulate his whole body. He does
cardio only once a week and prefers to focus on high-intensity interval training such as hill sprints. He focuses
on the diet keeping track of his daily macronutrient requirements. He only works out 4 hours per week. Who
will achieve their goals faster? The second boy will. Instead of spending 12 hours in the gym like his friend,
he stimulates his body effectively and gives it plenty of rest resulting in insane gains. Jim works in a sales
department. He spends most of his days performing small tasks that are delegated to him. Unfortunately, due
to the workload, Jim only spends one hour of his day performing cold calls. He has been working hard for a
couple of years doing everything his boss command, however, has been unable to create the results needed to
be eligible for a promotion. Ray works in the same sales department as Jim. He spends most of his time at
work cold calling clients. Ray does not have time to chit-chat with co-workers. To him, if something is a
non-critical task it can be delegated to someone else. Through his time spent on client acquisition, he has
managed to secure 6 figure deals, making his boss very happy. Jim is not successful because he treats all tasks
with equal weighting. You are divorced from your wife and can only spend one day out of the week with you
Son, what do you do? Is it better to watch TV with him for a couple of hours or to go outside and do
something? The day to day shenanigans quickly disappears into the ether. Can you remember what you did
throughout one whole day a month ago? Now back to your son, if your goal is to optimize your relationship
with him, you are probably better off going fishing with him or shooting a few hops at the park. I remember
having a project management class for my engineering degree. Our assignment was to do a presentation in
front of the whole class. A couple of my friends spent weeks and hours researching for the assignment. Come
due day, all they presented was a dense and boring death by powerpoint slide. I was to present the week after,
I decided to take a different approach and look at the criteria of the assignment. I noticed that presentation
skills such as eye contact, and vocal tonality scored high. I also remembered the professor telling us that our
slides should be simple. So, my team and I decided to focus on simple and entertaining slides that got to the
point quicker. A total of 8 hours was spent on the presentation and we received the highest mark in the class.
When you find these double down on them, make them your primary focus.
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5: 3 tips on using Pareto for Supply Chain | www.enganchecubano.com
The Pareto principle is the filter that can protect us from ourselves and our natural response to having too many things
on our plate. After all, isn't it flattering when the boss comes up to your desk and offers you that high profile project! You
know that the co-worker on the project is fussy.

Read Part 2 and Part 3. The Pareto Principle is true of almost everything in business that you can count:
Which products sell and how well, which customers are buying, which employees steal pens and pencils, how
many customers open support tickets. Number of emails, size of file attachments, traffic on web pages. All of
them ran businesses of one kind or another, most of them online. How many of you have more than 64 pairs of
shoes? She cringes with embarrassment. You can sit down now. Give this woman a hand! Can you see that?
All nodded in agreement. This means very tiny causes produce huge effects. Based on that one piece of
information, you can predict the size of every other company in the Fortune , and the total revenues of all the
Fortune How accurate is that guess? Country 20 is Thailand with If you have 80 people in the room and 50
own more than 4 pairs of shoes, you can be sure that one person owns almost pairs of shoes. This is the
Principle of the Hyper Responsive Customer: A tiny percentage of people have an insatiable appetite and will
buy seemingly without limit. Are you a sales or marketing professional? They possess both the capacity and
the desire. All you have to do is figure out what they want. Special Offer to WordStream Customers:
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6: The Pareto Principle: 3 Steps to a High Impact Life
The 80 20 rule is one of the most helpful concepts for life and time management.. Also known as the Pareto Principle,
this rule suggests that 20 percent of your activities will account for 80 percent of your results.

According to what Pareto observed, 80 percent of the land in Italy was owned by 20 percent of the population.
After surveying a number of other countries, he found the same applied abroad. For the most part, the Pareto
Principle is an observation that things in life are not always distributed evenly. There is a practical reason for
applying the Pareto Principle. Simply, it can give you a window into who to reward or what to fix. For
example, if 20 percent of the kinks are leading to 80 percent of the crashes, you can identify and fix those
kinks. Similarly, if 20 percent of your customers are driving 80 percent of your sales, you may want to focus
on those customers and reward them for their loyalty. Example of the Pareto Principle in Real Life The Pareto
Principle can be applied in a wide range of areas such as manufacturing, management and human resources. It
has been adopted by a variety of coaching and customer relationship management CRM software programs. A
financial advisory business commonly uses the Pareto Principle to help manage its clients. However, not every
client provides the same amount of income to the advisor. These 20 clients have the highest amount of assets
and the highest fees charged. The Pareto Principle seems simple but is hard to implement for the typical
financial advisor. Advisors should spend most of their time cultivating the relationships of their top 20 clients.
However, as human nature suggests, this does not happen. If a client calls and has an issue, the advisor deals
accordingly, regardless of how much income the client actually brings in to the advisor. Advisory practices
that have adopted the Pareto Principle have seen improvement in time management, productivity and overall
client satisfaction. The Pareto Principle can be applied to many businesses, especially those that are
client-service based. It can also be applied on a personal level. Time management is the most common use for
the Pareto Principle, as most people tend to thinly spread out their time instead of focusing on the most
important tasks. This further reiterates that the Pareto Principle is merely an observation and not necessarily a
law.
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7: The Pareto Principle: A Primer for Marketers on the 80/20 Rule | WordStream
Now, two leading sports economists reveal those mistakes in basketball, baseball, football, and hockey, and explain why
sports decision-makers never seem to learn their lessons. You'll learn which statistics are connected to wins, and which
aren't, and which statistics can and can't predict the future.

About us The Power of Choice â€” The Pareto Principle and Discerning the Right Stuff The Pareto principle is
the filter that can protect us from ourselves and our natural response to having too many things on our plate.
You know that the co-worker on the project is fussy and difficult but ah the kudos of the offer! Similarly, it
can be very rewarding to look at your list of clients and see that it has risen from 20 to in such a short time.
The temptation is to think â€” well I must be doing something right if all this work is coming my way. It is
right then that we need to be careful â€” the trouble is we can often be tempted to take on far more than we
can reasonably deliver with the quality that we have become known for. We find ourselves working longer,
missing deadlines or compromising quality with no appreciable impact on our performance. In the melee we
find ourselves apologizing a lot more often than we are comfortable with and start to be concerned about our
reputation for getting things done. This is where the Pareto principle can help. What is the Pareto Principle?
The Pareto principle separates the vital few from the many less fruitful activities. It is critical for you to know
on any given day, in any given moment that you are spending your time on worthy activities. The whole point
is to avoid the disappointment and despair of slogging out your day only to find that you have really not got
anywhere or contributed much to your success or work goals. To build this priority system you need to have
three things: Know what your key result areas or goals are? In other words what is most important. Use the
Pareto principle to prioritize your tasks. Ensure that you protect these vital few activities from the trivial
many. You need to have a compass that keeps what is important on the front-burner of your thoughts. Using
this at work and at home How to prioritize when everything is a priority Your compass are the goals or
objectives that you are aiming to achieve in this week, this quarter, or this year. Your top priorities are those
that are aligned with your performance criteria, key result areas, or goals. Any incoming information or
requests for your time need to be assessed against your goals and objectives. Once this is down you can assign
the incoming a task a priority. At work these are those things that you are measured against. In your personal
life they are the pursuit of those things that matter most to you or your family. The 80 20 rule is a prioritizing
system that can dramatically change your life. If your goals are not aligned with the 80 20 rule, ask yourself
the following questions: Am I doing what is important? Use the Pareto Principle to set priorities List all the
activities that you have to do over the next week. Now put an A, B or C next to them: Put a time limit on those
activities that you have classed as most important. Protect the vital few from the trivial many Gather up all of
your top priority actions that you have to do next week if you have followed the process, each of these actions
should have a duration next to them! The next step is to make time for these most important activities, rather
than trying to find time later on. To do this, consider these 6 steps to scheduling. Windows software solution I
really like Achieve Planner scheduling software, that is a complete time management software that protects
your time in advance for the most important activities. Related articles on time management in the workplace.
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8: Introduction: What is the Pareto Principle, or the 80/20 rule? â€“ Benjamin George
The Pareto Principle is an unscientific phenomenon that is also known as the Pareto Rule, the Pareto Law, the 80/20
Rule, the Law of the Vital Few and the Principle of Factor Sparsity. Where it Came From.

More generally, the Pareto Principle is the observation not law that most things in life are not distributed
evenly. It can mean all of the following things: Think about it â€” in a group of workers, 20 could do all the
work while the other 80 goof off. The key point is that most things in life effort, reward, output are not
distributed evenly â€” some contribute more than others. In a perfect world, every employee would contribute
the same amount, every bug would be equally important, every feature would be equally loved by users.
Planning would be so easy. Of course, this ratio can change. So Why Is This Useful? The Pareto Principle
helps you realize that the majority of results come from a minority of inputs. Focus on rewarding these
employees. Focus on fixing these bugs first. Focus on satisfying these customers. The examples go on. In
economics terms, there is diminishing marginal benefit. This is related to the law of diminishing returns: By
the end, you are spending lots of time on the minor details. I want to give you a real example. Take a look at
this awesome video of an artist drawing a car in Microsoft Paint. Take a look at how the car evolved over
time: Given 5 minutes of time, he could present: The question is whether a single Level 5 is better than five
Level 1s, or some other combination. In the planning stage, it may be better to get 5 fast prototypes rather than
1 polished product. The difference between 4 and 5 is not as great as 1 and 2, or better yet, a blank drawing
and 1 the time from 0: You really have to look to see the differences on the car between 4 and 5, while the
contribution 1 makes is quite obvious. Concluding Thoughts This may not be the best strategy in every case.
The point of the Pareto principle is to recognize that most things in life are not distributed evenly. Make
decisions on allocating time, resources and effort based on this: Then spend 50 minutes writing about the best
one. Instead of agonizing 3 hours on a single design, make 6 layouts 30 minutes each and pick your favorite.
Rather than spending 3 hours to read 3 articles in depth, spend 5 minutes glancing through 12 articles 1 hour
and then spend an hour each on the two best ones 2 hours. The Pareto Principle is an observation, not a law of
nature. See what activities generate the most results and give them your appropriate attention. Other Posts In
This Series.
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9: The Disadvantages of Pareto Analysis | Bizfluent
The 80/20 rule also known as the Pareto principle or the law of the vital few, is a principle that states that roughly 80% of
results are generated from 20% of efforts. It's a distribution that was uncovered by an Italian economist named Vilfredo
Pareto.

Pareto diagrams graphically depict categorical data. A Pareto diagram is a bar graph, and each bar represents a
category. The bars are rank ordered in descending order from left to right. The bar on the left represents the
category with the greatest value, and the bar on the right the category with the least value. The tallest bar is
always on the left and the shortest on the right. Pareto diagrams are based on the principle of separating the
vital few from the trivial many. This Pareto principle was developed by Joseph Juran, based on the work of
Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto Similarly, Juran observed that a majority of organizational effects resulted
from just a few causes. The premise behind the diagram says process improvement efforts will be more
effective if the categories on the left the vital few are addressed first. The rank ordering of categories
simplifies detection of the vital few. Follow these simple steps to construct a Pareto diagram: Decide which
categories will be used for grouping, such as the quantity of each type of lab test or reasons for patient falls.
Decide how you will measure the categories. Common measures include the number of occurrences in each
category or total cost of the occurrences in each category. Gather data and place them into one of the
categories. Enter the categories, counts and cumulative frequency into a table or spreadsheet. This is a
summary step that prepares the data for the Pareto diagram. The data in Table 1 depict the occurrence and cost
of customer complaints at a small hotel. The seven categories of complaints are in the first column, the
number of complaints in the most recent month is in the second column, and the approximate average cost of
resolving each complaint is in the third column. Figure 1 shows the categories of complaints in descending
order. The number of complaints is on the left axis. A cumulative percentage distribution--the line going
upward from the first category--is scaled on the right axis. This shows the proportion of the total number of
complaints accounted for as each successive category is added. The most frequent complaints shown in Figure
1 are that the room is not stocked or is dirty. An appropriate action in response to this information might be to
investigate housekeeping practices and identify opportunities for standardization and improvement. However,
if your goal is to reduce the total cost of complaints, a Pareto diagram can provide a different perspective.
Calculate total cost by multiplying the cost of each complaint by the number of occurrences. According to
Figure 2, the most costly complaints are the rooms are too noisy or are not ready when the guest arrives. This
diagram requires a different type of response from the one indicated by Figure 1. Pareto diagrams are useful in
situations where there are categorical data. The diagrams are easy to develop and provide powerful insight into
organizational problems. The Free Press, Evans and William M. South-Western College Publishing, Tague,
The Quality Toolbox Milwaukee: ASQ Quality Press , Hartman is an ASQ Fellow and certified quality
manager, quality engineer, quality auditor and mechanical inspector.
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